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Abstract

We prove that the minimal diameter of a hyperbolic compact orientable surface of genus \( g \) is asymptotic to \( \log g \) as \( g \to \infty \). The proof relies on a random construction, which we analyse using lattice point counting theory and the exploration of random trivalent graphs.

Introduction

When studying the various shapes a closed orientable hyperbolic (i.e. with constant curvature equal to \(-1\)) surface of a given genus can have, the diameter is a natural geometric invariant to consider. It’s interesting in its own right and it also relates to spectral and isoperimetric properties of the given surface. For \( g \geq 2 \), define

\[
D_g = \min \{ \text{diam}(X) : X \text{ closed orientable hyperbolic surface of genus } g \},
\]

where \( \text{diam}(X) \) is the diameter of a metric space \( X \). It is easy to see (using the collar lemma) that one can construct hyperbolic surfaces of a fixed genus \( g \geq 2 \) of arbitrarily large diameter. On the other hand, a simple area argument yields that the diameter \( \text{diam}(X) \) of a closed orientable hyperbolic surface \( X \) of genus \( g \) satisfies

\[
\text{diam}(X) \geq \log(4g - 2),
\]

so the function \( D_g \) is asymptotically bounded from below by \( \log g \) as \( g \to \infty \). The sharpest known lower bound is due to Bavard \[2\], which improves on (1) by at most an additive constant. Our goal is to prove that this lower bound is asymptotically sharp:

**Theorem 1.** We have:

\[
\lim_{g \to \infty} \frac{D_g}{\log g} = 1.
\]

Similar to the case of regular graphs, random surfaces are a good source of examples of surfaces with small diameter, large Cheeger constant or large spectral gap of the Laplacian \[6, 19\] (arithmetic surfaces have similar properties in this regard \[4, 5, 10, 25, 27\]).
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The model we use is based on gluing hyperbolic pairs of pants along the combinatorics of a random trivalent graph (without twist), see Section 1.2. Those surfaces will be parametrized by the common length \( a \in (0, \infty) \) of the perimeters of the pair of pants we glue together. One key input will be to explore the neighborhood of a typical point in the underlying trivalent graph for the hyperbolic distance in the surface and show that this neighborhood is essentially tree-like up to a few defects. This part of the argument is similar to that of Bollobás & de la Vega [3] who proved that a random 3-regular graph \( G_n \) on \( n \) vertices satisfies \( \frac{\text{diam}(G_n)}{\log_2(n)} \to 1 \) in probability as \( n \to \infty \). That last result is the discrete analogue of our Theorem 1 since it is the minimal growth rate that comes out of the argument analogous to the area argument for hyperbolic surfaces (i.e. the ball of radius \( r \) for the graph distance has size at most of order \( 2^r \)). We then use lattice point counting theory to control the volume growth for the hyperbolic metric in a trivalent tree of pants, parametrized by a side length \( a \in (0, \infty) \). Finally letting \( a \to \infty \), we get our main result.

Note that there are other models of random hyperbolic surfaces, notably the Brooks-Makover construction of random Riemann surfaces \( X_n \) [6], in which \( 2n \) hyperbolic ideal triangles are glued uniformly at random along their boundary to create a surface of genus \( g \sim \frac{n}{2} \). In a companion paper [7] we show that they actually satisfy \( \text{diam}(X_n) \sim 2 \log(g) \) and so they miss the asymptotic lower bound (1) by a factor 2.

Figure 1: Construction of the random surfaces used in the proof of Theorem 1. We start with \( 2n \) identical copies of a pair of pants with three boundary components of the same length \( a \in (0, \infty) \) and pair these boundary components uniformly at random. The paired components get glued without twist.
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1 Background material on hyperbolic geometry

In this section we present the construction of a trivalent tree of pants and analyse its “volume growth” based on lattice point counting theory for convex cocompact groups of isometries in the hyperbolic plane. We then introduce the model of random surface we will use to prove our main theorem.
1.1 Pants trees and their volume growth

Recall that a hyperbolic metric on a pair of pants (a surface homeomorphic to a sphere out of which three disjoint open disks have been removed) with totally geodesic boundary is completely determined by the lengths of the three boundary components. Given \( a \in (0, \infty) \) we will denote the hyperbolic pair of pants with three boundary components of length \( a \) by \( P_a \). For later use, we will once and for all fix a basepoint \( p_0 \in P_a \). For convenience, we will let \( p_0 \) be one of the two points at equal distance from all the boundary components of \( P_a \).

Furthermore, \( T_a \) will denote the hyperbolic surface of infinite volume that is obtained by gluing countably many copies of \( P_a \) together in the shape of a trivalent tree. More precisely, if \( T_3 \) is an infinite simplicial trivalent tree, we associate to each vertex a copy of \( P_a \) and to each edge emanating from this vertex one of the boundary components of that copy \( P_a \). For each edge we then glue the two boundary components associated to it together without twist, in such a way that the two copies of the base point \( p_0 \) (we will call these midpoints) in the corresponding two pairs of pants are on the same side (see Figure 2 for a sketch).

![Figure 2: Generations 0, 1 and 2 of the infinite trivalent tree and the pants tree together with a base point on each pair of pants.](image)

For our application, we will be interested in the “volume growth” of these pants trees. To this end, we let \( N_a(R) \) denote the number of midpoints at distance at most \( R \) from some basepoint \( O \in T_a \), that is also a midpoint that we fix once and for all. The growth of this quantity as a function of \( R \) is a classical problem and fits in a vast body of literature on lattice point counting (see \([12, \S1.3]\) for an overview). The result we will use is a direct consequence of work by Patterson \([21, 22]\), Lax-Phillips \([17]\) and McMullen \([18, \text{Theorem 3.5}]\):

**Theorem 2.** For any \( a \in (0, \infty) \), there are constants \( \text{cst}_a \) and \( \delta_a \in (0, 1) \) such that

\[
N_a(R) \sim \text{cst}_a \cdot e^{\delta_a R} \quad \text{as } R \to \infty.
\]

Furthermore, \( \delta_a \to 1 \) as \( a \to \infty \).
Proof. Let $\Gamma_{a, \text{hex}}$ denote the Fuchsian group generated by the reflections in three non-consecutive sides of a right angled hyperbolic hexagon $H_a$ such that the three non-consecutive sides all have length $a$. We will uniformize so that $0$ is a lift of the point at equal distance from all sides of length $a$ of $H_a$.

Given $R > 0$, we set

$$N_{a, \text{hex}}(R) = \#(\Gamma_{a, \text{hex}} \cdot 0 \cap B_R(0)),$$

where $B_R(0)$ denotes the ball of radius $R$ around $0 \in \mathbb{H}^2$. Since $\Gamma_{a, \text{hex}}$ is a convex cocompact group, the latter quantity is asymptotic to $\text{cst} \cdot a \cdot e^{\delta_a \cdot R}$ as $R \to \infty$, where $\delta_a$ is the critical exponent of $\Gamma_a$ (see [17, 21, 22] for details).

We claim that $N_a(R) = N_{a, \text{hex}}(R)$ for all $R > 0$, which would imply the first claim. Indeed, $T_a$ consists of two copies of the trivalent tree of hexagons (or hextree [16]) $C_a = \Gamma_{a, \text{hex}} \cdot H_a$ (see Figure 3). Let us denote by $C_1$ the copy of $C_a$ that (by construction) contains all the midpoints and by $C_2$ the other copy.

![Figure 3: $C_a$ for increasing values of $a$.](image)

We now claim that all the distance-realizing geodesics between midpoints lie entirely in $C_1$. Suppose there are midpoints $m_1, m_2 \in T_a$ for which this is not the case. Since $m_1, m_2 \in C_1$, the distance realizing geodesic between them starts and ends in $C_1$ and contains (potentially several) segments that run between two points on the boundary of $C_1$ and $C_2$ and are otherwise contained in $C_2$. By symmetry, we may reflect all these segments into $C_1$ without changing the length of the path. This already means that the distance can be realized by a path in $C_1$. Moreover, since the reflection creates singularities at the boundary between $C_1$ and $C_2$, the resulting path can be made shorter by smoothing the singularities inside $C_1$, making the path lie entirely in $C_1$. In conclusion, distances between midpoints are the same in $T_a$ and $C_1$ and as such, $N_a(R) = N_{a, \text{hex}}(R)$.

The fact that $\delta_a \to 1$ as $a \to \infty$ follows from [18, Theorem 3.5].

1.2 The model of random surface and its properties

Given an random uniform trivalent graph $S_n$ on $2n$ vertices we consider the random surface

$$S_{a, n}$$

obtained as follows. We associate to each vertex of $S_n$ a copy of $P_a$. We then glue these copies along their boundary components as dictated by the edges of $S_n$. The gluing we use is the same as in the construction of $T_a$, i.e. no twist and the distance between midpoints is minimal. As soon as $S_n$ is connected (which happens with high probability), $S_{a, n}$ is an oriented hyperbolic surface of genus $n + 1$. 
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The copies of $P_a$ that $S_{a,n}$ is constructed out of will be called the vertices of $S_{a,n}$ and are also in correspondence with the midpoints $m_f$ of the pairs of pants $f$ which are (the images of) the point corresponding to $p_0 \in P_a$. Notice for future reference that for fixed $a$, the diameter of the pair of pants $P_a$ is bounded and so any point in $S_{a,n}$ is within bounded distance of the boundary and within bounded distance of a midpoint of a pair of pants.

2 Bounding the diameter of $S_{a,n}$

The main technical result of this paper consists in bounding the diameter of $S_{a,n}$.

Proposition 3. For any $\epsilon > 0$, with high probability as $n \to \infty$ we have

$$\text{Diam}(S_{a,n}) \leq \left( \frac{1}{\delta_a} + \epsilon \right) \log n. \quad (2)$$

Let us first deduce our main result from it:

Proof of Theorem 1. Because of the area argument, all we need to prove is that $\limsup_{g \to \infty} D_g / \log(g) \leq 1 + \epsilon$ for all $\epsilon > 0$. So, using Theorem 2 we choose $a$ large enough so that $\frac{1}{\delta_a} \leq 1 + \epsilon$. Proposition 3 provides us with a sequence of random surfaces $S_{a,n}$ of genus $n + 1$ whose diameter satisfies (2) with high probability. This in particular implies the existence of such surfaces when $n \to \infty$ and hence the claim. \qed

Before we get to the proof of this proposition, we describe the basic structure of it. The idea is to explore the neighborhood of a random vertex for the hyperbolic metric on $S_{a,n}$ until we find $\approx \sqrt{n}$ vertices. We then show as in [3] that the neighborhood explored is almost tree-like with only a few defects. In turns, the volume growth (in the hyperbolic metric) around such a point is the same as in the pants tree $T_a$, i.e. the radius reached is of order $\frac{1}{\delta_a} \log \sqrt{n}$. If we perform two such explorations from typical vertices then those explorations will have merged and thus the distance between those points is less than $2 \times \frac{1}{\delta_a} \log \sqrt{n} = \frac{1}{\delta_a} \log n$. Since those bounds holds with very high probability, they hold for any pair of points instead of just typical points.

Proof of the Proposition. Start from a given vertex of the random trivalent graph $G_n$ from which our surface is built, and let us explore iteratively its neighboring vertices (they correspond to the midpoints of the associated pairs of pants) using the hyperbolic distance inside $S_{a,n}$. We then show as in [3] that the neighborhood explored is almost tree-like with only a few defects. In turns, the volume growth (in the hyperbolic metric) around such a point is the same as in the pants tree $T_a$, i.e. the radius reached is of order $\frac{1}{\delta_a} \log \sqrt{n}$. If we perform two such explorations from typical vertices then those explorations will have merged and thus the distance between those points is less than $2 \times \frac{1}{\delta_a} \log \sqrt{n} = \frac{1}{\delta_a} \log n$. Since those bounds holds with very high probability, they hold for any pair of points instead of just typical points.

Proof of the Proposition. Start from a given vertex of the random trivalent graph $G_n$ from which our surface is built, and let us explore iteratively its neighboring vertices (they correspond to the midpoints of the associated pairs of pants) using the hyperbolic distance inside $S_{a,n}$. More precisely, remember that $G_n$ can be built by paring in a uniform fashion the legs of $2n$ vertices, each of them having 3 legs. We shall thus start from a given vertex $\rho$ and pair step by step the legs to grow the neighborhood of the vertex $\rho$. Iteratively at step $i \geq 0$, if $\partial E_i$ denotes the set of legs in the component of the origin which have not been paired yet, then we decide to pair a leg of $\partial E_i$ of $\rho$ whose corresponding segment in $T_a$ minimizes the hyperbolic distance in $T_a$ to the midpoint of the face where we started. Two events may occur at step $i$:

- either we discover a new vertex of $G_n$ (i.e. a new pair of pants of $S_{a,n}$) in which case the explored component $E_{i+1}$ gains a pair of pants and one leg on its boundary (it gains 2 and loses 1),

\[ \text{Diam}(S_{a,n}) \leq \left( \frac{1}{\delta_a} + \epsilon \right) \log n. \]
Figure 4: Illustration of the exploration of the neighborhood of a vertex in $G_n$ using the hyperbolic metric on $T_a$. The numbers display the order in which the half-edges are explored. In particular notice that at step 10, we try to explore an edge which is farther from the origin in terms of the graph distance on the tree compared to the red edge (but which must be closer in terms of the hyperbolic distance). The crossed edges are half-edges which are paired during the exploration with already explored pants.

- or the edge is paired with another leg on the boundary of the explored part $\partial E_i$. In this case, $\partial E_{i+1}$ has lost two legs compared to $\partial E_i$ and we put a cross (a defect) on the two corresponding segments of $T_a$, see Figure 4 for an illustration. These steps are called bad steps.

We shall explore the neighborhood of $\rho$ in this fashion until the time $\tau$ where we have found $n^{1/2} \log n$ vertices (equivalently pairs of pants) in $E_i$. It could be that the exploration finishes before time $\tau$ if we pair all the legs i.e. if $\partial E_i = \emptyset$. We shall call this event $D$, for “disconnection”. This happens with a probability of order $1/n^2$ e.g. by discovering a new hexagon at step 1 and then pairing up the 4 boundary legs of $\partial E_1$ in steps 2 and 3.

Since $\# \partial E_i \leq 2 + i$ and $\tau \leq 3n^{1/2} \log n$, and since the legs of $G_n$ are paired uniformly at random, the probability of getting a bad step $i \leq \tau$ satisfies

$$P(\text{step } i \text{ is bad}) = \frac{\# \partial E_i - 1}{6n - 2i - 1} \leq \frac{\text{cst } i}{n}.$$ 

See Proposition 11 in [8] for a proof of this, since our exploration is “Markovian”. In particular, the probability to make $k$ bad steps during the first $n^{1/2-\epsilon}$ steps is bounded above by

$$\frac{1}{k!} \left( n^{1/2-\epsilon} \right)^k \times \left( \text{cst } n^{-1/2-\epsilon} \right)^k = \text{cst'}_k \cdot n^{-2\epsilon k} = o(n^{-\epsilon})$$

if we choose $k > 3/\epsilon$ (note that $k$ is a constant depending only on $\epsilon$). By a similar calculation, the probability to perform $\log^3 n$ bad steps inbetween time $n^{1/2-\epsilon}$ and $\tau$ is bounded above (for large $n$’s) by

$$\frac{1}{(\log^3(n))!} \left( 3n^{1/2} \log(n) \right)^{\log^3(n)} \times \left( \text{cst } \log(n) n^{-1/2} \right)^{\log^3(n)} \leq \text{Stirling} \left( \frac{\text{cst'}}{\log(n)} \right)^{\log^3(n)} = o(n^{-3}).$$
Let us now present a deterministic lemma:

**Lemma 4.** For any \( \varepsilon > 0 \) and any \( a \in (0, \infty) \), suppose that during an exploration as above, there are fewer than \( k \) bad steps until time \( n^{1/2-\varepsilon} \) and less than \( \log^3 n \) bad steps until time \( \tau \). Then the maximal distance \( R \) reached in \( T_a \) (hence in \( S_{a,n} \)) from the midpoint of the face where the exploration started satisfies asymptotically

\[
R \leq \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\delta_a} + \varepsilon \right) \log n.
\]

**Proof.** If there were no bad steps during the exploration, we would have explored a disk inside \( T_a \) until we have found \( n^{1/2} \log n \) midpoints of faces. By Theorem 2 and because the diameter of the pairs of pants is bounded by a constant depending on \( a \) only we would have asymptotically

\[
R \leq \frac{1}{\delta_a} \log \left( \text{cst}_a \cdot n^{1/2} \log n \right).
\]

So, we need to argue that in a situation where we allow the defects as above, there is still exponential volume growth at the same rate.

First consider the first \( n^{1/2-\varepsilon} \) steps (the first phase) of the exploration. Assuming that no disconnection occurs before graph-distance \( k \) is reached, we note that there must be at least one vertex \( \eta \) at graph distance at most \( k \) from \( \rho \) none of whose descendents obtain a defect in the first phase of the exploration.

Let us lift this situation to \( T_a \), so that \( 0 \) is a lift of \( \rho \). Set \( r = \text{d}(0, \eta) \) and note that by symmetry

\[
\# \left\{ m \text{ a midpoint of a pair of pants in } T_a; \ d(m, \eta) \leq t - r \right\} = \frac{1}{3} + \frac{2}{3} \# \left\{ m \text{ a midpoint of a pair of pants in } T_a; \ d(m, \eta) \leq t - r \right\} = \frac{1}{3} + \frac{2}{3} N_a(t - r)
\]

for all \( t > 0 \), where the phrase “\( m \) lies beyond \( \eta \)” is shorthand for “the geodesic between \( O \) and \( m \) intersects the pair of pants corresponding to \( \eta \)”. Since all these midpoints can be reached by the exploration and \( r \) is uniformly bounded (in terms of \( k \) and \( a \)), the argument above tells us that the distance \( R_1 \) reached after the first phase of the exploration satisfies

\[
R_1 \leq \frac{1}{\delta_a} \log \left( n^{1/2-\varepsilon} \cdot \frac{3}{2\text{cst}_a} \right).
\]

For the second phase of the exploration we note that at the end of the first phase, we have discovered at least \( n^{1/2-2\varepsilon} \) midpoints at distance at least \( R_1 - \text{cst} \), none of which lie beyond one another. Since there are fewer than \( \log^3 (n) \) defects in the second phase, beyond at least \( n^{1/2-3\varepsilon} \) of these midpoints, there is no defect in the second phase either. So with the same argument as above, we obtain the lemma. \( \square \)

Let us now finish the proof of the proposition. Gathering-up our findings, we have seen that the exploration of the “hyperbolic neighborhood” of size \( n^{1/2} \log n \) of a vertex \( \rho \) in \( S_{a,n} \) either disconnects the surface, or has radius bounded by \( \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\delta_a} + \varepsilon \right) \log n \) with a probability \( 1 - o(n^{-3}) \). We claim that if we explore as above the neighborhood of another uniformly chosen vertex \( \rho' \), then we either disconnect the surface or merge with the previous exploration with very high probability. Indeed, since after the

\[\text{\footnote{The 0.4 comes from the fact that } \eta \text{ itself needs to be counted once and not for 0.5.}}\]
first exploration we have roughly \( n^{1/2} \log n \) half-edges available, the probability that second exploration runs until time \( \tau \) and avoids linking to them is bounded above by

\[
\left(1 - \frac{\log n}{\sqrt{n}}\right)^{\sqrt{n} \log n} \leq \exp(- \log^2 n) = o(n^{-3}).
\]

Performing a union bound over the \( n^2 \) pair of vertices of \( S_n \) we indeed deduce that with probability at least \( 1 - o(n^{-1}) \) we have the dichotomy:

- either \( S_{a,n} \) is disconnected
- or \( \sup_{m_f, m_f'} d_{hyp}(m_f, m_f') \leq 2 \times \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\delta_a} + \epsilon \right) \log n. \)

But since we know that \( S_n \) or equivalently \( S_{a,n} \) is connected with high probability (see e.g. [8]) our proposition follows.

\( \square \)

**Comments.** We end the paper with a few remarks and questions. First, another natural quantity to try to minimize as a function over moduli space is the ratio

\[
\frac{\text{diam}(X)}{\text{sys}(X)},
\]

where \( \text{sys}(X) \) denotes the systole\(^3 \) of \( X \). The analogous problem for regular graphs is well studied (see for instance [1] and references therein). The open problem of finding the maximal systole of a closed hyperbolic surface of genus \( g \) has also received a lot of attention [9, 11, 13–15, 20, 23, 24, 26].

One could also try to find the second order in our Theorem 1. In the case of random graphs, this is a \( \log \log \) [3]. In our setting, this would require to let \( a \to \infty \) at the right speed when \( n \to \infty \). A heuristic argument, based in part on [18, Theorem 3.5], makes us believe that an error term of the order \( \log \log (\text{genus}) \) might be attainable.

Finally, it would also be interesting to have a more “explicit” construction of a sequence of closed hyperbolic surfaces whose diameters are asymptotic to \( \log (g) \). For instance, can this be done with a sequence of congruence covers of a closed arithmetic surface?
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\(^3\)Recall that the systole of a closed hyperbolic surface is the length of the shortest closed geodesic on this surface.